Troop Awards
Troops will be competing for three iconic prizes: The Golden Eagle, Silver Axe and The Bronze Hatchet. The
Golden Eagle is presented to the Troop displaying the best Scouting Spirit. The Silver Axe Award and Bronze
Hatchet Award will be presented to the Troop based on the scoring criteria below. See scoring criteria:
Golden Eagle Spirit Award
Criteria
Weight
Troop Spirit*
Uniforms
Campsite Inspection
Campfire Participation
Staff Provided

70%
15%
5%
5%
5%

*Camporee Executive staff votes

Silver Axe
Criteria
Average Patrol Score
Uniforms
Campsite Inspection
Staff Provided

Bronze Hatchet
Criteria
Average Patrol Score
Uniforms
Campsite Inspection
Staff Provided

Weight
75%
15%
5%
5%

Weight
75%
15%
5%
5%

Scoring
ALL aspects of the Troop and Patrol’s participation during the ENTIRE Camporee will be considered to
determine their final score. Events will be worth the most, but completion, spirit and leadership/teamwork will
be considered. Additional points may be given for exemplary conduct, and points will be subtracted for “unScout-like” behavior.
Uniforms
Full Scout uniform is required at check-in, morning and evening flag ceremonies, and Scout’s Own Service on
Sunday morning. Scouts should wear activity uniforms any other time. Costuming is encouraged, but does not
replace the uniform at check-in, flags and Scout’s Own Service.
Staff
For the entire weekend to run smoothly, many experienced Scouts are needed to staff the Camporee. Each
Troop is highly recommended to provide at least 2 staff members. Points will be subtracted from troops
providing less than 2 staff members, and bonus points will be awarded for every 3 additional staff members
provided. If you have any concerns or if there is a problem sending enough staff for your troop, please contact
the John Chesser, Camporee Director (Contact Information below).
Campfire
The campfire will be performed by the Troops with staff supervision. Performance auditions will be held
throughout the day. Most importantly…EVERY skit must have this year’s theme! It’s time to get creative with a
new skit or by reworking some of those old skits that we see every Camporee. Costumes are encouraged. An
award will be given for the best and most original skit with this year’s theme. Skits will be included as part of
the final score to determine the Patrol Camporee Champions. Only one skit per troop will be allowed. All
patrols competing from that troop will receive the score from their troop skit.
Campsite
Don’t forget to keep your campsite clean! Staff will make rounds inspecting campsites during afternoon
competitions. The inspection guidelines are listed below:

Campsite Inspection Sheet Appalachian Trail District Camporee
Fill out one of these sheets per troop. For every criterion, please score the troop on the following rubric: 4
points = complete, 3 points = mostly complete, 2 points = half complete, 1 point = mostly incomplete, 0 points =
incomplete. Categories are indicated in all caps. Please leave comments in the “comments box” mentioning
outstanding work.
Troop #: _________________ Inspectors: ______________________________________________________________
CRITERIA

POINTS CRITERIA

EQUIPMENT

-

GENERAL

Shovel and Rake

/4

Food Storage

Tripod and Trash Bag

/4

Overall Neatness

Menus and Duty Rosters

/4

Safety Awareness

Patrol Identification

/4

First Aid Station

TENTS

-

THEME

Tents Secured

/4

District Theme is evident

Clean and Orderly

/4

Every patrol demonstrates theme

Neat Formation

/4

Patrol menus relate to theme

FIRE PREVENTION

-

DECORATIONS

“No Fire in Tent” Signs

/4

Creativity

Dirt Bucket and Water Bucket

/4

Originality

Area near fire ring is raked

/4

Safety

Comments: (Staff will use this to award the troop up to 20 points)
Briefly describe the organization of the campsite, any decorations in relation to this year’s theme, or any
notable work that makes this troop stand apart from others.

POINTS
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4
/4

